KEYSTONE Oil

Moebius Quartz Watch Oil: 9000
42.365 ...... 2 ML BOTTLE .......... $ 32.75 ea.

Moebius Clock Oil #3A: 8030
For Clock, Alarm Clock and Meters not directly exposed to low winter temperatures
42.360 ...... 20 ml Bottle ........... $ 18.50 ea.

Moebius Grease: 8300
General purpose grease – well suited to the winding and setting parts of watches. Also for uncoiled mainsprings, as well as for clocks springs.
42.512 ...... 20 ml Bottle ............ $ 19.50 ea.

KEYSTONE PIVOT OIL & GREASE

CLOCK PIVOT OIL CPO.
A light oil of fine quality for pivots in all clocks.
Packaged in 2 oz. Glass bottles.
MHCP105 ...... 2 OZ Bottle ........ $ 6.00 ea.

XL LUBRICANT
A light grease for sliding surfaces, lifting mechanism, ratchet wheels And ect.
MHXL107 ...... 1 OZ ...... Grease ...... $ 3.25 ea.

We accept these Credit Card
Unless other arrangement are Made.

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE